Our Motto and Commitments
Our school motto is ‘Working together to be the best we can’ and this is brought to
life through our seven commitments, to each child, during their seven year journey
with us:

The learning and teaching at Stamford Green begins by building on the many skills
you have taught your child at home. During your child’s seven year journey with us,
your contribution to their education will be valued as we aim to fulfil our seven
commitments to your child.

Inspiring
We believe that the most effective
learning comes from having hands on,
enjoyable and memorable experiences
that feed the imagination and fuel
the desire to find out more.

Happiness
It is our wish that the children at
Stamford Green feel cared for, so that
a sense of fun and positivity leads to
happiness in all we do. There are some
things in life
that we all just have to do, but it is the
attitude with which these tasks are
approached that matters.

Values
As a school, the pupils, parents, staff
and governors worked together to
decide on twenty two values that
would become
a part of school life. From assemblies
and lessons to everyday actions and
vocabulary, everyone uses our school
values.
Manners ~ Sharing ~ Courage ~ Tolerance ~ Friendship ~Respect ~ Effort ~
Forgiveness ~ Hope and Aspiration ~ Self Belief ~ Responsibility ~ Reflection ~
Empathy ~ Honesty ~ Patience ~ Humility ~ Independence ~Caring ~ Making ~
Good Choices ~ Justice ~ Resilience

Achieving
Knowing each child's strengths and
areas of development allows us to assist
every child in moving forward. Giving
them individual support and strategies
to succeed, aids their improvement
and ensures progress.

Ambition
At Stamford Green we constantly aim to
raise children's aspirations, helping them
to become lifelong learners. We want to
equip them to succeed in the 21st
Century, as we are not just educating
the children of today but the citizens of
the future.

Learning
At Stamford Green it is our goal to
give all children the chance to shine.
Children are given wide ranging
experiences and opportunities, not
only in the classroom but beyond, to
express themselves within a supportive
and challenging learning
environment. Individual abilities and
talents are recognised, fostered
and developed and this contributes
to the continued success of our pupils.

Togetherness
We believe that excellence comes
from creating an open and nurturing
environment where evaluation
from children, parents, staff and
governors leads to improvement. At
Stamford Green we recognise that
relationships matter and are central to
success. Whether you are in the
classroom, working with other people
for the good of the school or helping
our community, we want everyone to
feel safe, secure and above all else
happy, as together everyone achieves
more.

